STEINER Marine Binoculars.
Unparalleled top quality from the global market leader.
CommanderXP

Navigator

A top-class development team.
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STEINER – The inventor of the compass binocular.
The first choice throughout the world for marine
binoculars that meet the highest requirements.
STEINER is the only company in the world to have
specialized solely in binoculars. The company made
history over 30 years ago as the inventor of the first
compass binocular. Decades-long trust by users is
what has made STEINER the world market leader in
the field of professional marine binoculars.
But it hasn’t stopped there! Now STEINER, in close
cooperation with John Kostecki, the ten-times world
sailing champion, has defined a new standard for
top-class marine binoculars.
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Sailors such as John Kostecki, who operate right at
the limits, and who are continually exploring new
experiences with our products, are our inspiration for
innovation.
John is an integral part of our development team.
This is how we use the synergy effect between theory
and practice. The end result are marine binoculars
that are unequalled in technology and functionality.
Innovations that have been developed, tested and
optimized together with professional sailors. This
guarantees our customers truly superlative quality.
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The outcome of this unique combination of experts
is a new generation of marine binoculars, which we
would like to introduce to you today. Get to know
the product innovations that make that decisive
difference.
Test our new marine binocular program at your
specialist dealer and experience new perspectives in
binocular technology. Because nothing is closer to
our hearts than the satisfaction of our customers.
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Proved and tested.
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In the 2008/2009 Volvo Ocean Race, all of the
teams – at their own request – were equipped with
the STEINER Commander binoculars.
Once again STEINER has supported teams from
all nations in their tough contest for victory.
In spite of the competition, the crews are unanimous
on one point: You must be able to rely 100% on
your binoculars in such situations. This is the only
way you can quickly and exactly react to changing
weather conditions. Quick decision-making and an
exact estimate of the situation are decisive when
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seeking victory in such regattas. That’s why all of the
teams choose STEINER binoculars.

WE BELIEVE
IN SYNERGY

STEINER marine binoculars are particularly prized by
professional sailors because all the product features
are optimally matched to the demands of the marine
sportsman.

STEINER and John Kostecki
jointly develop and test new
product innovations that meet
the quality requirements of a
global world market leader.
John Kostecki, ten times winner
of the Sailing World Championship, repeatedly shares with us
his valuable practical experiences
obtained whilst sailing.
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We face our strongest competition...

						 ...ourselves.
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CommanderXP 7x50

Water pressure proof to 10 meters:
Braving the elements you get close to
the limits. Your binoculars is there often
exposed to high breakers and spray. Because of its completely new water pressure proofing, even under the roughest
use, the CommanderXP guarantees
revolutionary standards in water pressure proofness up to 10 meters.

You give your very best for boat and crew in extreme situations. You
master the challenges of sudden gales and heavy seas. Yet the
responsibility remains always with you. Your experience tells you:
The precision and reliability of your instruments are vital. That’s
why you don’t compromise when choosing your equipment.
Only if you always strive persistently for the best, you attain the
exceptional. Starting out from this conviction, we have developed
the CommanderXP. Using all our experience gleaned from an over
60 year tradition of manufacturing binoculars. As a result of close
collaboration with the best skippers in the world, a pair of binoculars has evolved which ideally meets the demands of you, the sailor.

STEINER Nano-Protection®:

CommanderXP 7x50

The CommanderXP is the only pair of
marine binoculars in the world with the
new STEINER Nano-Protection®. It provides protection from all stubborn
environmental stress and is salt-water
repelling, making it extremely robust
with an easy-to-clean effect.

without compass

All further technical features
are identical with the
compass version.

CommanderXP 7x50
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The success story of the CommanderXP is set to continue!

NEW!
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NBR-Longlife Rubber Armouring:
Rough sea, cold hands, strong wind.
Extreme forces for you and your equipment. With this new rubber armouring
you master every condition. It is resistant to oil, acid and salt-water. The new
NBR-Longlife rubber armouring guarantees an even longer life for your binoculars even in the most
extreme weather conditions.
Extreme Ruggedness:
Binoculars from STEINER also withstand
the toughest demands – and are almost
indestructible! The use of Makrolon®
makes an important contribution here.
This material makes the housing even
more shockproof and thus much more
rugged.
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CommanderXP 7x30
The world‘s best marine binoculars in compact form!
The objective here was to bundle the superior technology of the
CommanderXP 7x50 binoculars into a compressed format.
The result: Extremely handy thanks to its small size, the
CommanderXP 7x30 is the perfect companion for people who
make stringent demands on their marine binoculars but at the
same time, are unwilling to do without the benefits of compact
dimensions.

CommanderXP 7x30
without compass

All further technical features
are identical with the
compass version.

The perfect synergy of such features means that the new
CommanderXP 7x30 is lengths ahead of other 7x50 binoculars.
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CommanderXP 7x30

Value for money and professional...
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Navigator 7x50
As a watersports enthusiast, you place great emphasis on the quality
and reliability of your equipment. STEINER has therefore developed
the Navigator 7x50 for all impassioned charterers, hobby skippers
and crew members. The professional marine binocular at an unbeatable price, with or without a compass.
The Navigator 7x50 possesses all the characteristics that a professional marine binocular needs. It is not only extremely rugged and
guaranteed to be water-pressure proof down to a depth of 2 meters,
it’s also equipped with STEINER High-Contrast-Optics. This ensures
high-contrast clear images and guarantees natural colour reproduction in any situation. The STEINER nitrogen filling with 2-way-valve
technology round out the excellent price/performance of the
Navigator 7x50.

Navigator 7x50

Navigator 7x50
without compass
All further technical features
are identical with the
compass version.
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...in trusted STEINER quality.
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Navigator 7x30
The desires of our customers are just as important to us here at
STEINER as our high quality requirements. Complementing the
Navigator 7x50, we have now developed its small, compact brother, the Navigator 7x30.
The Navigator 7x30 is the world’s first compact compass binoculars in its class – this makes it the ideal companion for the watersports enthusiast. For short getaways or spontaneous sailing trips. Its
extremely low weight, its water-pressure proofing and its ruggedness are powerful arguments. The Navigator 7x30 is the marine
binocular for everyone looking for a compact and flexible binocular
for moderate usage. The Navigator 7x30 is particularly handy and
functional due to its combination of innovation and compact design.
As with all professional STEINER marine binoculars, this model is
also available with a compass.
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Navigator 7x30
without compass
All further technical features
are identical with the
compass version.
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Navigator 7x30

Our outstanding product features.
HD-stabilized compass with precision-reticle:

Floating Prism Mounting:

STEINER High-Performance-Optics:

The largest available, extremely stabilized HDcompass ever to be fitted in binoculars. The reticle
makes it pos-sible to calculate size or distance precisely. The size of the compass guarantees most
accurate bearings. Giving you just that little bit of
extra safety on the high seas!

If you spend a lot of time outdoors, you need
high-resistance equipment. This applies particularly to binoculars. That is why all STEINER products are of rugged construction through and
through. The prisms have “floating” mountings.
That means that they are fixed with a durable,
flexible silicon material to protect the valuable
optical components inside. The adjustment remains just as precise for decades. Even under the toughest conditions!

Fluid damping and light make it possible to fix your position under
any extreme condition imaginable.

Optimised views are guaranteed, the weather conditions don´t matter.

For example a fall on deck of a boat is cushioned – and your precious STEINER binocular remains undamaged!

Extreme Ruggedness:

High-Definition XP-Optics:
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Binoculars from STEINER also withstand the
toughest demands – and are almost indestructible! The use of Makrolon® makes an important
con-tribution here. This material makes the
housing even more shockproof and thus much
more rugged. In addition it keeps the weight
down at the same time and enables a compact
construction.

Nitrogen-Pressure-System by 2-way-valve technology:
Fogging up or the formation of condensation inside
the binoculars is totally prevented by this high-tech
solution. Even temperature variations between
-40° and + 80°C do not have any adverse effects on
the functionality of STEINER binoculars filled with
nitrogen. The 2-way-valve technology makes inspection possible even after several years.

With this stable construction your binoculars master the toughest
actions.

Even under the most extreme conditions, your binoculars are
always ready for action. Optical quality and precision are
preserved for decades.
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All binoculars from STEINER come with absolutely top quality optics. The binoculars are also
specially designed for all single areas of application. This is made possible by the fact that STEINER develops,manufactures and tests its binoculars in collaboration with experienced practical
users.

It is perfectly tuned to the particular area of application and is thus best suited to regular, professional use. A highly specialised coating provides first-class light transmission. The im- ages
are pin sharp and of the highest contrast – right
to the edge. Diffused light is reduced to a minimum.
Contours are always sharp and distinctly visible, even in poor light
or at the onset of dusk.

High-Contrast-Optics:
STEINER’s High-Contrast-Optics give outstanding viewing and exceedingly
good value. Whether for beginners or passionate hobby-skippers, the HighContrast-Optics are perfect for both. All lenses and prisms are manufactured with precision and are specially coated. You get high-contrast, bright
views with natural colour definition.
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ClicLoc Changeable Eye Cup System

Exclusive features with all CommanderXP models:

Guaranteed water pressure proof:

Depending on weather, you have to be flexible.
Fast and without hesitating. The new ClicLoc
Changeable Eye Cup System is the secret behind the perfect way of accommodating the user’s individual requirements. Just one movement gives you the choice between three
versions: Ergonomical: To minimise stray light,
Cylindrical: For day-to-day situations, Adapted:
For spectacle wearers to maximise their field of view. All three versions are
included in the delivery scope.

Standard accessories:

Sports-Auto-Focus:
The STEINER Sports-Auto-Focus makes handling particularly comfortable. Just by setting
each ocular to “0” you won’t need to adjust the
binocular again for varying distances. If you
don’t see a sharp picture, you have a defect of
vision, then simply adjust each ocular individually for each eye. Once adjusted everything will
be sharp and clear from 20 m to infinity. Simple
use. Also with a single hand only.

NEW: These ClicLoc eyecups are available individually. This means
you can choose the best shape for your eyes and easily re-order
them at any time if needed.

ClicLoc Belt Attachment & Memory-Ocular:
With the carefully thought-out STEINER belt
attachment, the binoculars always remain firmly
in the strap! The carrying strap, can, however, be
released and refastened in one easy move. The
comfortable strap and floating strap can be
switched quickly and easily. The handy grating of
the Memory-Ocular optimises your personal
dioptre setting. By turning the ocular the user finds the dioptre setting in
the blink of an eye.

The CommanderXP models come in a highquality wooden case including the comfortable
strap as well as a floating strap. The delivery
scope also includes a rain protection cap and
objective covers. A soft nylon bag is available
separately.

The new binoculars from STEINER now resist
water pressure in a depth from 2 m to 10 m!
Special sealing technologies make it possible. No
dust, no dirt and no humidity can penetrate into
the binoculars. This technology saves your binocular investment, as this is the only way to protect the high-end optics from outer influences.

All models have an ample supply of standard accessories: a rain
protection cap, objective covers and carrying straps. The comfortable
carrying strap is extra wide and has a coating which is kind to your skin.
It is non-slip and is padded. This special attention to comfort means that
you can easily carry the binoculars for a long time. The Navigator models
also come with a bag.

For the exact specification of each binocular, please see the binoculars overview.

Floating strap:
For each STEINER marine binocular a high quality floating strap is available as accessory. If your
binocular should go over board, sinking will be
prevented.

Increased ease of use and fast adaption to changing situations are
guaranteed.
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All models at a glance.

CommanderXP 7x50

CommanderXP 7x30

CommanderXP 7x50

with compass

with compass

Navigator 7x50

Navigator 7x30

Navigator 7x50

with compass
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CommanderXP 7x30

Navigator 7x30

with compass
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Our marine binoculars program.
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Technical Data

CommanderXP 7x50
with compass

CommanderXP 7x50

CommanderXP 7x30
with compass

CommanderXP 7x30

Navigator 7x50
with compass

Navigator 7x50

Navigator 7x30
with compass

Navigator 7x30

Item number

7550

7450

75550920

74550900

7135

7635

7125

7625

Objective diameter

50 mm

50 mm

30 mm

30 mm

50 mm

50 mm

30 mm

30 mm

Magnification

7 times

7 times

7-fach

7-fach

7 times

7 times

7 times

7 times

Weight

1145 g

1075 g

558 g

518 g

1125 g

1055 g

570 g

520 g

With

206 mm

206 mm

165 mm

165 mm

207 mm

207 mm

165 mm

165 mm

Height

157 mm

157 mm

123 mm

123 mm

140 mm

140 mm

107 mm

107 mm

Depth

97 mm

75 mm

72 mm

56 mm

95 mm

75 mm

68 mm

56 mm

Exit pupil

7.1 mm

7.1 mm

4.3 mm

4.3 mm

7.1 mm

7.1 mm

4.3 mm

4.3 mm

Luminosity

51

51

18.4

18.4

51

51

18.4

18.4

Twilight Factor

18.7

18.7

14.5

14.5

18.7

18.7

14.5

14.5

Field of view

130 m

130 m

130 m

130 m

123 m

123 m

120 m

120 m

Focus System

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

Sports-Auto-Focus

High-Performance-Optics

High-Definition XP

High-Definition XP

High-Definition XP

High-Definition XP

High-Contrast

High-Contrast

High-Contrast

High-Contrast

STEINER Nano-Protection®

•

•

•

•

Water-pressure proof

to 10 m

to 10 m

to 10 m

to 10 m

to 2 m

to 2 m

to 2 m

to 2 m

Nitrogen-Pressure-System

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

by 2-way-valve
technology

Eye Cups

ClicLoc System

ClicLoc System

ClicLoc System

ClicLoc System

cylindric-soft

cylindric-soft

cylindric-soft

cylindric-soft

Rubber Armouring

NBR-Longlife

NBR-Longlife

NBR-Longlife

NBR-Longlife

SEBS-Professional

SEBS-Professional

SEBS-Professional

SEBS-Professional

Compass

HD-Stabilized

HD-Stabilized

HD-Stabilized

LX-Precision

Bearing

Precise Reticle

Precise Reticle

Bearing Mark

Bearing Mark

Belt

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Robust

Robust

Robust

Robust

Belt attachment

ClicLoc

ClicLoc

ClicLoc

ClicLoc

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Warranty

30 years

30 years

30 years

30 years

10 years

10 years

10 years

10 years
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NEW!

NEW!
Designed for explorers.

Your passion is our inspiration!

Uncompromising in quality and ruggedness.

The new generation of professional hunting binoculars from STEINER.
NighthunterXP

RangerPro

Test our new generation of professional marine binoculars at your local dealer.
For further information see: www.steiner.de or ask for our latest image brochure showing our entire range:
Marine, Hunting, Outdoor and Nature/Birdwatching.

STEINER-OPTIK GmbH • Dr.-Hans-Frisch-Str. 9 • D-95448 Bayreuth • Germany • customer-service@steiner.de
Customer-Service Tel. +49 (0)921/78 79-851 • Fax +49 (0)921/78 79-89
STEINER-OPTIK is a member of Beretta Holding

The powerful outdoor binoculars from STEINER.
Wildlife® Pro

Safari Pro
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STEINER – Expertise focused on binoculars.

